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Casseroles are comfort food at its finest. A mainstay at everyday family dinners across the country,

casseroles can also be "dressed up" for special occasions, a perfect answer for leftovers, and great

for trying something new and different. Hearty and tasty, casseroles are filled with down-home

ingredients ranging from meat and potatoes to noodles and cheese. The over 440 recipes in

Casserole Cookbook offer plenty of cherished, time-tested favorites as well as fresh, new recipes

your family will ask you to make again and again!
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The best thing about this cookbook is that it was meant for a homemaker. Virtually all the recipes

can be made with items you have on hand in your cupboards and freezer. Simple, easy to follow

instructions with excellent pictures of the finished casserole to help you choose which recipe to

make! I bought one for a friend and then bought one for myself!

If my house was on fire I'd grab this book on the way out... I never fail to find a great recipe in here,

there is something for every occasion and for every taste. My family loves the recipes, nothing is too

complicated or fussy. All the ingredients are available in the supermarket without a lot of hassle. It's

perfect for those busy days when you are thinking 'what on earth am I going to get on the table

tonight?' I have over a thousand cookbooks and this one is one of my absolute favorites. I love this

book!!!



A classic Taste of Home collection. I have yet to find a recipe that does not work from the TOH

people. A valued collection for the TOH reader!

After searching through the recipes in this book I notice two things:1. Almost every recipe uses

"cream of whatever soup" and canned or frozen veggies. Yuck.2. Every recipe is the same basic

ingredients, with one slight variation to be called a "new" recipe. Noodles, chicken, cream soup,

onion, chicken broth, and stuffing/crackers. Change it up with pimentos, tomatoes, corn, and turkey

and call it something new, but it still looks like the same yucky tasteless mush.There are much

fresher, more modern recipes available now days. Save yourself the space on your library card and

check out something else.

Excellent casserole recipes but need more pictures for a beginning chef and for presentation. Other

than that it is a very useful book especially for family/friends gathering and special occasions as well

as catering.

I must admit that I bought this book by seeing the cover. I am a sucker for casserole recipes -- and

the recipes inside did not disappoint me. We especially liked the Sweet & Sour Beans and have

made them repeatedly! There are so many yummy potluck recipes in this book. I love Taste of

Home books because the recipes are usually, quick, easy and I really like the photographs and

personal recommendations of some of the recipes. I like that they are recipes from real people.

Always 5 stars for any Taste of Home Book!I like the comfort of purchasing on . I know I can count

on them for excellent service and I have never been let down. Sometimes it is necessary to make a

return of an item and I like the flawless way that returns can be handled on . They are without a

doubt the very first â€œgo-toâ€• whenever I want to make a purchase. Whether it is a book, or

something for my home or office, or an item of clothing I always check for availability on  first. When

I want to get a gift item and have it delivered directly to the home of the recipient it is truly awesome!

I also find it exceptionally helpful when I want to buy multiples of a specific item as I can usually find

what I want from one source or from multiple sources. Thanks  for making it so easy to purchase

whatever I want, whenever I want! I love to shop from my computer or even from my phone, or even

in my pjâ€™s, or sitting around in jeans and a t-shirt!

This book should be discontinued. The recipes are old and use lots of canned soup that used to be

popular decades ago. Don't bother with this one.



Really good book for planning a menu on a small budget as well as inspiration for new meals
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